How To Adjust Drive Belt On Harley Trike
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occurrence of the low speed head shake inherent in all three wheeled, our new adjustable length swing arm that carries our differential has a unique adjustment system utilizing a central cam adjuster similar to an axle adjuster that when the hex bar is turned the cams evenly push back the differential to tighten the trike belt then just tighten the nuts on the machined and slotted swing arms and you're done, the harley trog is belt driven using the stock harley belt the belt is incredibly strong provided that the belt is adjusted properly and runs straight and true you will suffer belt fatigue failure and possible injury and or death if this belt fails you must adjust this belt properly to insure long term wear and a safe operating vehicle, harley trike belt tension adjust you search auto repair manual pdf harley trike belt tension adjust if there are search results will appear below if search results do not exist please search by others keyword, harley davidson dyna glide how to replace drive belt the drive belt used on modern harley motorcycles have a long service life without the need of any regular maintenance that being said at some point in a bike's life the belt will need to be replaced, belt drive maintenance schedule 4 brake pad replacement 5 4 brake bleeding 6 5 park brake adjustment 8 6 half shaft maintenance 10 all csc trikes 1 with brake handle down adjust caliper lever on both sides with square head bolt so brake pads barely free float on the brake rotor secure with lock nut, the final drive belt on my freewheeler seems very tight i have a service manual on order since none of the dealers around here had one in stock but it hasn't come in yet i always ran the belts on my 2 wheelers a little looser than what the manual says i worked in the oilfield for 37 years and we found out on our equipment that was belt driven that a tighter belt was not better i.e overly, 2010 harley davidson fhxxx street glide trike the signature harley davidson batwing fork mounted fairing has a smoked mini wind deflector mirrors are mounted to the fairing, filed under podcast tagged with adjust belt drive harley davidson belt drive chain drive final drive podcast videos remove amp install rear wheel amp tire on a harley davidson complete tutorial amp guide june 28 2013 by ryan urlacher 9 comments, trike zone faq's how much does a trike cost trikes range in cost from the entry level naked trikes at about 9000 00 to the full on touring models with complete body kits which can be up to 16 000 00 for a base conversion, adjustment tips for harley drive belts fortunately when the clutch basket pulley is properly square with the drive pulley the wide belt will easily keep its position when loose or tight find that you just can't get good gas mileage no matter how you adjust your carb does your stroker need to be revved up to 4000 rpm just to go 75 mph, harley davidson softail trike conversion champion trikes installation guide hd softail 2000 2006 page 11 of 18 revision 1 tech illustrations photography by brad vinton 3 4 align and tension drive belt a set the belt tension and alignment by moving the independent drive train unit forward or rearward as necessary using the adjuster bolts, what others are saying learn about removing harley trike wheels for cleaning maintenance and inspection by the pros at fix my hog to remove the harley tri glide rear wheels from the motorcycle you will need to break the lug nuts free while the trike is on the ground in gear with the parking brake on, harley davidson has a belt tension gauge part no hd 35381 to help 2 measure belt deflection b several times each time with belt moved by rotating rear wheel to a different position on sprockets with sprockets rotated to tightest belt position belt
deflection b measured at position a should be 5.1638 in, trike conversions by the trike shop application trike conversion kit for indian chieftain amp roadmaster motorcycles drive belt caution do not twist kink or otherwise damage the belt during installation damaging the belt during installation will drastically shorten its service life slight resistance is felt if not adjust, re belt adjustment on the picture with the caliper tool on it loosen the 4 bolts and there is another to move the rear axle back and forth to tighten or loosen the belt tension you will have to take off the wheels to see these bolts to adjust the belt, trike conversion kit 2004 current harley davidson sportster tensioning the front drive belt 14 17 tensioning the rear drive belt 15 suspension setup 17 19 trike body installation 19 20 trike body alignment 19 21 securing the trike body 20 22 reassembly of the motorcycle 21 23 final reassembly of the motorcycle 21, bob larosa and the crew bring us under the secure and safe harley davidson trike bob points out the exhaust auxiliary drive motor reverse cables drive sprocket belt shocks swing arm assembly rear axle adjusters and parking brake with the trike in the air its a good time to do any cleaning and inspection of the drive belt, 2019 harley davidson trike updates specs and photos for 2019 the harley davidson 3 wheeler family features two models the tri glide ultra and the freewheeler the trikes are far from, the reason harley davidson uses a belt drive is the same any company chooses to use one it reduces maintenance for their customers chain drive takes a lot of customer maintenance oiling 300500 miles cleaning 300500 miles check tensioning 3 006000 miles, motor trike conversion kit manufacturer for honda harley amp victory motorcycles owner s corner on solid axle belt drive bikes it is on the back side of the main carrier housing honda irs the number is stamped into the differential support just below the rear cover belt driven irs kits the number is stamped into a plate that is, when you remove the rear wheel make sure you check the harley davidson belt tension and belt alignment after you reinstall it bob and mark walk us through a couple of these important steps this video provides and easy to follow guide for you to check your harley belt tension and guides you through what to look for when completing this repair, the loud noise coming from my bike is because it is out of alignment the belt is rubbing on the pulley that drives the belt i cannot find a brand name on the trike i have searched several brands and cannot find one that looks like mine any help at all would be very much appreciated thanks, well i finally got started with my conversion of my 2012 vulcan 900 to a trike this weekend i m still hobbling around a bit so i m kinda slow and it will probably take me a couple of months to finish but as they say every journey starts with one step, 2014 harley davidson trike tri glide ultra adjust the rear drive belt how do i adjust rear drive belt on harley tri harley davidson 2014 trike tri glide ultra question search fixya how do i adjust rear drive belt on harley tri glide posted by anonymous on feb 25 2015, tooth description 125 fits 91 03 sportster with 55 t pulley hd 40038 91 128 fits 91 03 sportster with 61 t pulley hd 40022 91 132 fits 06 up dyna international with 34 68 ratio, from chain to belt new fxdr with belt drive harley transitioned its product range from chain to belt drive between 1980 and 1992 compared with a chain belts are cleaner lighter smoother quieter and require less maintenance or adjustment than chains early belts were not very reliable and lasted as little as 20 000km, how to adjust drive belt on harley trike you search auto
repair manual pdf how to adjust drive belt on harley trike if there are search results will appear below if search results do not exist please search by others keyword, video when you remove the rear wheel from your harley davidson then you will need to check the tension or deflection of your final secondary drive belt after you put it back on a belt that it too tight will whine and can cause transmission leaks or belt failure a belt that it too loose or misaligned can jump cogs on the rear drive sprocket, because your trike does not lean like a motorcycle during turns lateral forces will build up depending on speed and rate of turn when riding insure that you and your passenger remain in an upright position firmly holding onto the handlebars or passenger grab handles hold the trike with your legs and steer the trike around, 24 install the belt on to the trike chassis pic 18 drive belt caution do not twist kink or otherwise damage the belt during installation damaging the belt during installation will drastically shorten its service life 25 replace the sway bar fasteners do not tighten them yet 26 install the chassis pics 19 amp 20, inspect the belt tension when the belt is properly tensioned tighten the alternator mounting bolt fig 1 alternator belt adjustment power steering drive belt all 6 cylinder and 1971 72 v8 models holding a ruler perpendicular to the drive belt at its longest run test the tightness of the belt by pressing it firmly with your thumb, this video is about inspecting and adjusting the final drive belt on a harley davidson road glide i used a tool called a belt tension gauge and it is important to transfer the force required to, the belt broke on my 2001 road king what is the procedure to change accessing the back is no problem what about the transmission housings will i need special tools i changed the rear sprocket on my 2000 road king too having two less teeth in the sprocket and changed the drive belt to harley belt 40001 85, 7 slide the belt o of the pulley 1 8 8 4 stage 1 motorcycle preparation factory exhaust will be to long for your frankenstein trike kit 2 7 6 5 3 always refer to your harley davidson owners manual before performing any work on your bike now would be a good time to check the tip condition of your pulley and belt, a harley davidson road king can be converted to a trike using many different options and quality brands of trike conversion kit the first step is to put a new suspension on the back in place of your rear back motorcycle wheel, its now cool to be seen on a trike no longer is a trike the ride of old guys too infirm to hold up a two wheeler two things excite me about the harley davidson tri glide ultra its a harley, shop the best harley davidson sportster drive belts for your motorcycle at j amp p cycles get free shipping 4 cashback and 10 off select brands with a gold club membership plus free everyday tech support on aftermarket harley davidson sportster drive belts amp motorcycle parts, fixed axle suspension is an economical option a fixed axle suspension converts most belt or chain driven motorcycles into a trike with a fixed axle the left and right side are tied together, bob larosa and the crew bring us under the secure and safe harley davidson trike bob points out the exhaust auxiliary drive motor reverse cables drive sprocket belt shocks swing arm, motor trike faq s q the new independent suspension makes a comparably smooth ride on the harley davidson and honda trikes on motortrike kits abs brakes are not disconnected in the triking process on solid axle belt drive bikes it is on the back side of the main carrier housing honda irs the number is stamped into the differential, how to adjust the drive belt in a yamaha road star check the
belt's tension and torsion before making adjustments park the motorcycle on its side stand and place a belt tension gauge against the belt's lower half below the check inspection window cut into the lower belt guard, harley davidson wheel alignment made simple in an ideal world the front and rear wheel should be 1 inline 2 not offset from each other 3 in the same plane i.e. if the front wheel is vertical the back wheel is also perfectly vertical in practice 1 we can adjust 2 hardly ever true the rear wheel is usually offset 5 to 15mm but we, the trike body completely covers it 6 change the belt drive belt caution do not twist kink or otherwise damage the belt during installation damaging the belt during installation will drastically shorten its service life a using your hd service manual as a guide replace the stock belt with the gates belt provided in the kit, 21e adjust belt tension and square by measuring from half shaft face to center of cross shaft which mounts swing arm an equal number on both sides will produce square to frame a properly adjusted belt should 21e have movement on bottom side of belt before tightening the four bolts on top be sure that the top mounts are standing straight Belt Tension Tester Tool 40006 85 Harley Davidson USA

April 17th, 2019 - Rated 5 out of 5 by DRVMN from Belt Tension Tester Tool I purchased this tool to check the belt tension on my wife's Harley and on my Harley I make it a habit of checking the belt tension whenever I check the tire pressure because it's easy to test and the window on the belt guard to check the belt deflection is right there in plain sight

2015 HARLEY FREEWHEELER TRIKE Bandit's Bikernet

April 13th, 2019 - The truth is trikes are fun damn fun and I have personally ridden in snow over ice hill and dale on trikes The 2015 Harley Davidson Freewheeler is the epitome of triking fun a lean mean pared down three wheeled hot rod married with the gutsy TC 103 makes for a powerful and responsive trike

38” Sport Trike Kit All Years Frankenstein Trikes

April 19th, 2019 - 38” Sport Trike Kit All Years Installation Guide INCLUDED IN YOUR TRIKE KIT a trike 6 5 7 3 Always refer to your Harley Davidson owners The trike must be sitting on the ground on its suspension to adjust the belt The trike must be sitting on the ground on its suspension to adjust the belt

TRIKE THEORY DESIGN MAINTENANCE SAFETY

April 17th, 2019 - trike at a higher tire pressure has a dramatic impact on how the trike rides and handles For each additional psi of pressure you increase the rigidity of the sidewall At maximum pressure the sidewalls of your tires are quite rigid Rigid sidewalls will increase the occurrence of the low speed “head shake” inherent in all three wheeled

Trikes HDT Roadsmith Trikes

April 17th, 2019 - Our new adjustable length swing arm that carries our differential has a unique adjustment system utilizing a central cam adjuster similar to an axle adjuster that when the hex bar is turned the cams evenly push back the differential to tighten the trike belt Then just tighten the nuts on the machined and slotted swing arms and you're done
HARLEY TROG INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS Motor Trike
April 19th, 2019 - The Harley Trog is belt driven using the stock Harley belt. The belt is incredibly strong provided that the belt is adjusted properly and runs straight and true. You will suffer belt fatigue failure and possible injury and or death if this belt fails. You must adjust this belt properly to insure long term wear and a safe operating vehicle.

Harley Trike Belt Tension Adjust Motorcycles Repair
April 15th, 2019 - harley trike belt tension adjust. You search Auto repair manual PDF harley trike belt tension adjust if there are search results will appear below. If search results do not exist please search by others keyword.

Harley Davidson Dyna Glide How to Replace Drive Belt
January 24th, 2016 - Harley Davidson Dyna Glide How to Replace Drive Belt. The drive belt used on modern Harley motorcycles have a long service life without the need of any regular maintenance. That being said at some point in a bike's life the belt will need to be replaced.

Belt Drive Maintenance Schedule 4 California Sidecar
April 19th, 2019 - Belt Drive Maintenance Schedule 4 3 Brake Pad Replacement 5 4 Brake Bleeding 6 5 Park Brake Adjustment 8 6 Half shaft Maintenance 10 ALL CSC TRIKES 1 With brake handle down adjust caliper lever on both sides with square head bolt so brake pads barely free float on the brake rotor Secure with lock nut.

Drive Belt Tension Trike Talk
April 16th, 2019 - The final drive belt on my Freewheeler seems very tight. I have a service manual on order since none of the dealers around here had one in stock but it hasn't come in yet. I always ran the belts on my 2 wheelers a little looser than what the manual says. I worked in the oilfield for 37 years and we found out on our equipment that was belt driven that a tighter belt was not better. I.E overly.

2010 Harley Davidson FLHXXX Street Glide Trike Top Speed
April 19th, 2019 - 2010 Harley Davidson FLHXXX Street Glide Trike. The signature Harley Davidson batwing fork mounted fairing has a smoked mini wind deflector. Mirrors are mounted to the fairing.

adjust belt drive harley davidson Archives Law Abiding

Trike Zone FAQ s
April 15th, 2019 - Trike Zone FAQ s. How much does a trike cost? Trikes range in cost from the entry level Naked Trikes at about $9000 00 to the Full on Touring Models with Complete Body Kits which can be up to $16 000 00 for a base conversion.
Adjustment Tips For Harley Drive Belts Motorcycle Parts Com
April 18th, 2019 - Adjustment Tips For Harley Drive Belts Fortunately when the clutch basket pulley is properly square with the drive pulley the wide belt will easily keep its position when loose or tight Find that you just can’t get good gas mileage no matter how you adjust your carb Does your stroker need to be revved up to 4000 rpm just to go 75 mph

Harley Davidson Softail Motorcycles 2000 to Lehman Trike
April 18th, 2019 - HARLEY DAVIDSON SOFTAIL® TRIKE CONVERSION CHAMPION TRIKES Installation Guide - HD Softail® 2000 2006 Page 11 of 18 Revision 1 Tech Illustrations Photography by Brad Vinton 3 4 Align and Tension Drive Belt a Set the belt tension and alignment by moving the independent drive train unit forward or rearward as necessary using the adjuster bolts

Harley Maintenance Trike Pinterest
April 13th, 2019 - What others are saying Learn about removing Harley trike wheels for cleaning maintenance and inspection by the pros at Fix My Hog To remove the Harley Tri Glide rear wheels from the motorcycle you will need to break the lug nuts free while the trike is on the ground in gear with the parking brake on

Harley Davidson Motorcycle Rear Belt Drive Adjustment
April 17th, 2019 - Harley Davidson has a BELT TENSION GAUGE Part No HD 35381 to help 2 Measure belt deflection B several times each time with belt moved by rotating rear wheel to a different position on sprockets With sprockets rotated to tightest belt position belt deflection B measured at position A should be 5 16 3 8 in

THE TRIKE SHOP
April 16th, 2019 - TRIKE CONVERSIONS BY THE TRIKE SHOP APPLICATION Trike conversion kit for Indian Chieftain amp or Roadmaster motorcycles DRIVE BELT CAUTION DO NOT TWIST KINK OR OTHERWISE DAMAGE THE BELT DURING INSTALLATION DAMAGING THE BELT DURING INSTALLATION WILL DRASTICALLY SHORTEN ITS SERVICE LIFE slight resistance is felt If not adjust

Belt adjustment Trike Talk
April 19th, 2019 - Re Belt adjustment On the picture with the caliper tool on it loosen the 4 bolts and there is another to move the rear axle back and forth to tighten or loosen the belt tension You will have to take off the wheels to see these bolts to adjust the belt

Trike Conversion Kit California Sidecar
April 12th, 2019 - Trike Conversion Kit 2004 Current Harley Davidson Sportster Tensioning the Front Drive Belt 14 17 Tensioning the Rear Drive Belt 15 Suspension Setup 17 19 Trike Body Installation 19 20 Trike Body Alignment 19 21 Securing the Trike Body 20 22 Reassembly of the Motorcycle 21 23 Final Reassembly of the Motorcycle 21

Under the Harley Davidson Trike Fix My Hog
April 17th, 2019 - Bob LaRosa and the crew bring us under the secure and safe
Harley Davidson Trike Bob points out the exhaust auxiliary drive motor reverse cables drive sprocket belt shocks swing arm assembly rear axle adjusters and parking brake With the trike in the air it’s a good time to do any cleaning and inspection of the drive belt

2019 Harley Davidson Trike Updates Tri Glide Ultra
August 30th, 2018 - 2019 Harley Davidson Trike Updates Specs and Photos For 2019 the Harley Davidson 3 wheeler family features two models the Tri Glide Ultra and the Freewheeler The trikes are far from

Why does Harley Davidson use a belt drive Quora
April 17th, 2019 - The reason Harley Davidson uses a belt drive is the same any company chooses to use one It reduces maintenance for their customers Chain drive takes a lot of customer maintenance oiling 300-500 miles cleaning 300-500 miles check tensioning 3 000-6000 miles

Motor Trike Owner s Corner
April 17th, 2019 - Motor Trike Conversion Kit Manufacturer for Honda Harley amp Victory Motorcycles Owner s Corner On solid axle belt drive bikes it is on the back side of the main carrier housing Honda IRS the number is stamped into the differential support just below the rear cover Belt driven IRS kits the number is stamped into a plate that is

How to Check Harley Davidson Belt Tension Fix My Hog
April 19th, 2019 - When you remove the rear wheel make sure you check the Harley Davidson belt tension and belt alignment after you reinstall it Bob and Mark walk us through a couple of these important steps This video provides and easy to follow guide for you to check your Harley belt tension and guides you through what to look for when completing this repair

noise coming of alignment pulley that drives the belt ASAP
April 4th, 2019 - The loud noise coming from my bike is because it is out of alignment The belt is rubing on the pulley that drives the belt I cannot find a brand name on the trike I have searched sevral brands and cannot find one that looks like mine Any help at all would be very much appreeced Thanks

Converting my 900 to a Trike Vulcan 500
April 15th, 2019 - Well I finally got started with my conversion of my 2012 Vulcan 900 to a trike this weekend I m still hobbling around a bit so I m kinda slow and it will probably take me a couple of months to finish but as they say every journey starts with one step

SOLVED 2014 Harley Davidson Trike Tri Glide Ultra adjust

Fitment Guide for Rear Drive Belts Belt Drives LTD
April 17th, 2019 - Tooth Description 125 Fits 91 03 Sportster with 55 T
pulley HD 40038 91 128 Fits 91 03 Sportster with 61 T pulley HD 40022 91 132 Fits 06 up Dyna International with 34 68 ratio

Chain versus belt versus shaft drive Motorbike Writer
October 18th, 2018 - From chain to belt New FXDR with belt drive Harley transitioned its product range from chain to belt drive between 1980 and 1992. Compared with a chain, belts are cleaner, lighter, cheaper, smoother, quieter, and require less maintenance or adjustment than chains. Early belts were not very reliable and lasted as little as 20,000 km.

How To Adjust Drive Belt On Harley Trike Motorcycles
April 15th, 2019 - how to adjust drive belt on harley trike You search Auto repair manual PDF how to adjust drive belt on harley trike if there are search results will appear below. If search results do not exist please search by others keyword.

Video Check amp Adjust Harley Davidson Secondary Final Drive
April 19th, 2019 - VIDEO When you remove the rear wheel from your Harley Davidson then you will need to check the tension or deflection of your final secondary drive belt after you put it back on. A belt that is too tight will whine and can cause transmission leaks or belt failure. A belt that is too loose or misaligned can jump cogs on the rear drive sprocket.

OWNEROWNERS MANUAL S MANUAL Lehman Trikes
April 15th, 2019 - Because your trike does not lean like a motorcycle during turns, lateral forces will build up depending on speed and rate of turn. When riding, ensure that you and your passenger remain in an upright position, firmly holding onto the handlebars or passenger grab handles. Hold the trike with your legs and steer the trike around.

THE TRIKE SHOP roadsmitrichkines.com
April 9th, 2019 - 24 install the belt on to the trike chassis pic 18 drive belt caution do not twist, kink, or otherwise damage the belt during installation. Damaging the belt during installation will drastically shorten its service life. 25 replace the sway bar fasteners do not tighten them yet. 26 install the chassis pics 19 amp 20.

SOLVED How do I adjust drive belt tension on a hd 2010
April 15th, 2019 - Inspect the belt tension. When the belt is properly tensioned, tighten the alternator mounting bolt. Fig 1. Alternator belt adjustment. Power Steering Drive Belt ALL 6 CYLINDER AND 1971-72 V8 MODELS. Holding a ruler perpendicular to the drive belt at its longest run, test the tightness of the belt by pressing it firmly with your thumb.

Motorcycle Repair Inspecting amp Adjusting the Final Drive Belt on a 2008 Harley Davidson Road Glide
April 9th, 2019 - This video is about inspecting and adjusting the final drive belt on a Harley Davidson Road Glide. I used a tool called a Belt Tension Gauge and it is important to transfer the force required to
The belt broke on my 2001 road what is the procedure to
September 10th, 2018 - the belt broke on my 2001 road king what is the
procedure to change accessing the back is no problem what about the
transmission housings will I need special tools I changed the rear sprocket
on my 2000 Road King too having two less teeth in the sprocket and changed
the drive belt to Harley belt 40001 85

38” Sport Trike Kit All Years Frankenstein Trikes
April 15th, 2019 - 7 Slide the belt o? of the pulley 1 8 8 4 STAGE 1
Motorcycle Preparation Factory exhaust will be to long for your Frankenstein
Trike Kit 2 7 6 5 3 Always refer to your Harley Davidson owners manual before
performing any work on your bike Now would be a good time to check the TIP
condition of your pulley and belt

How Can I Convert a Harley Road King to a Trike Using a
April 8th, 2019 - A Harley Davidson Road King can be converted to a trike
using many different options and quality brands of trike conversion kit The
first step is to put a new suspension on the back in place of your rear back
motorcycle wheel

2015 2016 Harley Davidson Tri Glide Ultra Top Speed
March 24th, 2016 - It’s now cool to be seen on a trike No longer is a trike
the ride of old guys too infirm to hold up a two wheeler Two things excite me
about the Harley Davidson Tri Glide Ultra it’s a Harley

Harley Davidson Sportster Drive Belts JPCycles com
April 12th, 2019 - Shop the best Harley Davidson Sportster Drive Belts for
your motorcycle at J amp P Cycles Get free shipping 4 cashback and 10 off
select brands with a Gold Club membership plus free everyday tech support on
aftermarket Harley Davidson Sportster Drive Belts amp motorcycle parts

Fixed Axles for Motorcycle Trike Conversions
April 17th, 2019 - Fixed Axle Suspension is an Economical Option A fixed axle
suspension converts most belt or chain driven motorcycles into a trike With a
fixed axle the left and right side are tied together

Under the Harley Davidson Trike Fix My Hog
April 11th, 2019 - Bob LaRosa and the crew bring us under the secure and safe
Harley Davidson Trike Bob points out the exhaust auxiliary drive motor
reverse cables drive sprocket belt shocks swing arm

Motor Trike FAQ s Leola Motortrike
April 18th, 2019 - Motor Trike FAQ s Q The new independent suspension makes a
comparably smooth ride on the Harley Davidson and Honda trikes On Motortrike
kits ABS brakes are not disconnected in the triking process On solid axle
belt drive bikes it is on the back side of the main carrier housing Honda IRS
the number is stamped into the differential

How to Adjust the Drive Belt on Vehicles It Still Runs
April 14th, 2019 - How to Adjust the Drive Belt in a Yamaha Road Star Check
the belt's tension and torsion before making adjustments. Park the motorcycle on its side stand and place a belt tension gauge against the belt's lower half below the check inspection window cut into the lower belt guard.

**Harley Davidson Wheel Alignment Made Simple Motorcycle Metal**
April 19th, 2019 - Harley Davidson Wheel Alignment Made Simple In an ideal world, the front and rear wheel should be 1: Inline 2: Not offset from each other. 3: In the same plane i.e., if the front wheel is vertical, the back wheel is also perfectly vertical. In practice, 1: We can adjust, 2: Hardly ever true, the rear wheel is usually offset 5 to 15mm but we...

**THE TRIKE SHOP**
April 19th, 2019 - The trike body completely covers it. 6: CHANGE THE BELT

**DRIVE BELT** CAUTION: DO NOT TWIST, KINK, OR OTHERWISE DAMAGE THE BELT DURING INSTALLATION. DAMAGING THE BELT DURING INSTALLATION WILL DRASTICALLY SHORTEN ITS SERVICE LIFE. a: Using your HD service manual as a guide, replace the stock belt with the Gates belt provided in the kit.

**D F T TRIKE CONVERSION INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR HARLEY S**
April 19th, 2019 - 21E Adjust belt tension and square by measuring from half shaft face to center of cross shaft which mounts swing arm. An equal number on both sides will produce square to frame. A properly adjusted belt should 21E have movement on bottom side of belt. Before tightening the four bolts on top be sure that the top mounts are standing straight.